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About Us

[image: ]Bridget-Lee here! I’m a family gal, a writer, a blogger. I love my family – kids and husband. It wasn’t until I had my first little girl that I was able to take time to write. I always worked in finance before we started to have kids and dreamed of the day I would quite my job to write. But that push for not going back to work with my kids at home was exactly what I needed. Read More…




Latest Post

[image: ]Embrace Versatility with Braided Wigs: Check the Collection Now
Braided wigs have become increasingly popular in recent years, offering a convenient and stylish alternative to traditional braiding techniques. These wigs allow individuals to experiment with different hairstyles without committing to hours of braiding or potential damage to their natural hair. Whether you’re looking for a protective style, a new look for a special occasion, […]


[image: ]The Writer’s Wardrobe: A Men’s Guide to Dressing with Literary Flair
In the world of literature, authors often possess a distinct sense of style that reflects their creative minds and introspective souls. From the timeless elegance of Hemingway to the bohemian charm of Kerouac, writers have long been admired not only for their prose but also for their sartorial choices. For the modern man looking to […]
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